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I. Introduction

One central but under-scrutinized way that fossil fuel companies impede the clean energy transition is by essentially running the United States' electricity grid, writing its rules to favor their own private interests. In most of the country, the electricity grid is managed by Regional Transmission Organizations (RTOs). RTOs are private membership clubs in which incumbent industry members make the rules for electricity markets and the electricity grid through private mini-democracies—with voting privileges reserved for RTO members—under broad regulatory authority. RTOs are able to adopt positions against new clean energy technologies because their hybrid, quasi-governmental institutional structures allow incumbent industry members to dominate stakeholder processes. This Article contends that United States grid governance must be redesigned to accommodate a new era of regulatory priorities that include responding to climate change.

II. The Birth and Growth of RTOs

In 1999, to drive competition in the electricity industry and facilitate open access, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) pushed for all utilities to join RTOs that would control the regional transmission grid, in place of utility-by-utility system management. However, the agency left the design details up to the industry. The Commission merely required that RTOs be (1) independent, (2) regional, and (3) responsible for the operation of the grid. In particular, FERC specified that RTOs must be given authority to design and administer their own regional tariffs, which would establish rules for regional transmission management.

Although FERC hoped that all regions would form RTOs, FERC's various efforts to create a uniform model of grid governance were unsuccessful and ultimately abandoned. Accordingly, the United States is left with a hodge-podge system, where some portions of the country (notably, the Southeast and much of the West) maintain vertically integrated, regulated utility monopolies. Today, two-thirds of the country (by population) is under an RTO. In these regions, RTOs now have several important functions, including managing both the grid and regional electricity markets and planning for grid expansions. Several eastern RTOs have expanded their roles further by assuming control over "resource adequacy." In all of these areas, RTOs establish critical rules through a combination of membership voting and board oversight. FERC is supposed to ensure that all such rules create "just and reasonable" rates and practices.

When FERC designed RTOs, it presumed that it would be able to adequately police their conduct; however, judicial and legislative developments have complicated FERC's scheme of private grid governance. In particular, a pair of
circuit court opinions has circumscribed FERC’s ability to manage the governance of these regional entities. In CAISO v. FERC, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia (D.C.) Circuit held that FERC has “no authority” to “order a public utility subject to its regulation to replace its governing board.”10 And, in NRG v. FERC, the same circuit held that the Commission exceeded its legal authority by requiring the RTO to adopt more than “minor” modifications to its proposal to secure FERC approval.11 The combined effect of CAISO and NRG is to provide FERC fewer tools to reform internal RTO governance at the same time that it must wholly accept or reject whatever proposals come out of RTO governance arrangements.

These doctrinal limitations on FERC’s RTO oversight have been compounded by legislative developments that have stimulated utility mergers, which concentrate economic and political power in fewer companies.12 There is a certain irony in the fact that deregulatory theories led FERC to turn increasingly to competition as the basis for ensuring “just and reasonable” rates, while also leading the U.S. Congress to lift prohibitions on consolidation that had ensured robust competition in the industry over the previous 80 years. This newly concentrated power complicates theories of RTO governance, which rely upon internal industry checks to legitimate RTO decisionmaking.

III. RTOs Confront the Climate Imperative

The electricity sector has been appropriately called the “linchpin of efforts to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.”13 Thus, it is only logical that both state and federal lawmakers and regulators have increasingly focused on decarbonizing the sector in the last several decades. Consequently, RTOs have faced an energy law landscape that has embraced a rapidly shifting set of priorities. But rather than embrace this challenge, RTO governance has too often resisted these changed priorities, especially when they threaten incumbent members of the energy sector.

As grid managers, RTOs play a key role in enabling sectoral transformation. This role is complicated, however, by the fact that neither FERC nor RTOs have an independent mandate to decarbonize.14 Moreover, the Federal Power Act explicitly leaves decisions over the electric generation mix to the states.15 For this reason, those within RTOs often describe them as policytakers, not policymakers.16

However, reality belies these claims, as RTO rules necessarily dictate what resources can participate in regional markets and under what terms. In the last two decades, there has been a profusion of state climate policy: 29 states have required utilities to secure an increasing percentage of their electricity from renewable sources;17 every state has put in place laws to encourage efficiency and conservation;18 and many states have gone further to require rapid and thorough sectoral transformation.19 As a result of these policies, RTOs need to reform their markets and dispatch to accommodate the expected influx of renewable energy and support decreased reliance on natural gas in the electricity sector. The expansion of renewable energy will also require construction of a lot more transmission infrastructure to connect remote solar and wind resources to population centers.20 In their role as regional transmission planning coordinators, RTOs’ willingness to enable maximum transmission expansion will also help determine the viability of a renewables-heavy electricity sector. However, RTOs have not always been up to the challenge.

In particular, RTOs have been invertebrate stalkers when it comes to integrating new resources that would improve their markets but threaten incumbents’ bottom lines. RTO heel-dragging causes years, if not decades, of delay in critical market improvements, costing billions of dollars and causing significant GHG emissions.21 RTOs’ dil-
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12. See, e.g., Raymond S. Hartman, The Efficiency Effects of Electric Utility Mergers: Evidence From Statistical Cost Analysis, 17 Energy L.J. 425, 427-31 (1996) (discussing historical utility mergers that increased the size of generating units “to capture increasing returns to scale, thereby lowering average generation costs,” and developing factors that may allow more modern utilities to capitalize upon economies of scale). But see Scott Hempling, Inconsistent With the Public Interest: FERC’s Three Decades of Deviance to Electricity Consolidation, 39 Energy L.J. 233, 234, 238 (2018) (pointing out that mergers can also create “diseconomies of scale due to non-integrated operations”).
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19. See Jim Rossi, Carbon Taxation by Regulation, 102 Minn. L. Rev. 277, 301-12 (2017). See also Database of State Incentives for Renewables & Efficiency, supra note 18.
21. See Steve Dahlke & Matt Prorok, Great Plains Inst., Consumer Savings, Price, and Emissions Impacts of Increasing Demand Response in the Midcontinent Electricity Market 1 (2018) (finding savings potential from untapped demand response in MISO alone of up to $18.5 million per year); Sam Newell et al., Brattle Grp., Opportunities to
atory tactics have manifested in several technically dense controversies over demand response, energy storage, the integration of distributed energy resources (DER) into markets, and transmission policy. In each instance, FERC has had to force RTOs’ hands with prescriptive policy measures that face resistance from incumbent industry members and often result in legal challenges. As FERC has explained, the reason that markets have discriminated against demand response, storage, and DER is that barriers “can emerge when the rules governing participation in those markets are designed for traditional resources and in effect limit the services that emerging technologies can provide.” 22 This is, however, the predictable result of a member-driven process for raising and vetting issues, where incumbents have both reason and power to block the entry of new competitor technologies.

At the same time, when it comes to renewable energy, certain RTOs have been aggressive and misguided. Natural gas generators in particular worry that the entry of substantial renewable resources into the market might lower market prices enough to drive fossil fuel companies out of business. Consequently, two RTOs have pushed for reforms that limit the ability of “state-supported resources” to participate in their markets. 23 Curiously, though, these RTOs define “state support” only to include certain state-driven policies that tend to promote clean energy. 24 The result of these reforms—still in place in one market, repudiating in the other—has been a slowing of the transition to clean energy.

IV. Privatization as the Problem: Diagnosing RTOs’ Flaws

FERC hoped that RTOs would prove better stewards of the electricity system than atomized monopoly utilities. In many ways, this hope is borne out: researchers have documented many benefits that come with grid regionalization. However, the regional governance model approved by FERC has proven less than ideal in the face of the major energy transition demanded by climate change. Much of the recent research on RTOs suggests that their internal processes (outside California, which uses an administrative-agency-based model) excel at producing reforms that serve incumbents’ business interests but struggle to effectuate reforms that enhance competition or shrink the demand for electricity.

And, states are largely powerless within RTO governance processes to do anything about the fact that RTOs are undermining their lawful state policies, especially in multi-state RTOs.

Consequently, FERC should abandon hope in RTOs’ membership-club democracy as a sound method of grid management. Although reforms to RTOs’ internal governance mechanisms might ease the challenges, the core of the problem is a lack of public control. This lack of control manifests in both an inversion of the proper hierarchy between RTOs’ responsibilities and states’ legitimate policy priorities, and an oversight deficit between RTOs and their primary government regulator, FERC.

V. Ways Forward: A Reform Agenda

Although the challenge of climate change is pushing state and federal legislators and regulators to adopt policies and priorities that privilege clean energy, the U.S. electricity grid is governed predominantly by behemoth, incumbent industry members with little interest in facilitating these changes. The goal for reformers should not be to abandon the regional format and unwind back to a time when states had predominant control. Both technology and policy prerogatives have usurped this possibility. Not only does today’s interconnected grid make regional management economically and technically desirable, but the growing policy mandate to transition to clean energy demands even greater regional cooperation on climate. Therefore, to build the clean energy economy needed for the 21st century, RTO governance reforms are imperative to bring regional grid management in line with democratic demands. There are four pathways—some mutually reinforcing—to better grid governance: (1) pare back RTO authority; (2) increase regulatory oversight; (3) better police sectoral corporate power; and (4) consider a public option.


23. These regions will now subject state-supported resources to a “minimum offer price rule” that requires them to bid into capacity markets at levels less likely to clear and receive payment. See Order on Tariff Filing, ISO New England, Inc., 162 FERC ¶ 61205, para. 2-3 (Mar. 9, 2018); Order Establishing Just and Reasonable Rate, Calpine Corp. v. PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., 169 FERC ¶ 61239, para. 2 (Dec. 19, 2019). Because, however, state law requires these resources to be constructed to meet renewable procurement mandates, states will build them anyway—but they will not count toward the regions’ installed capacity. For more detailed accounts, see Danny Cullenward & Shelley Welton, The Quiet Undoing: How Regional Electricity Market Reforms Threaten State Clean Energy Goals, 36 Yale J. Reg. Bull. 106 (2018); Joshua C. Macey & Jackson Salovaara, Rate Regulation Redux, 168 U. Pa. L. Rev. 1181 (2020).

24. See Calpine Corp. v. PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., 169 FERC ¶ 61239, 62998 (Comm’t Glick, dissenting) (accusing these reforms of specifically and arbitrarily targeting “state resource decisionmaking, and particularly state efforts to address the externalities of electricity generation”); Calpine Corp. v. PJM Interconnection, order on remand and clarification, 171 FERC ¶¶ 61034, 61235-36 (Apr. 16, 2020) (Comm’t Glick, dissenting) (cataloguing the “federal subsidies [that] have pervaded the energy sector for more than a century . . . in support of fossil fuels, and which ‘remain pervasive in PJM’”).
A. Pare Them Back

FERC did not expect RTOs to have the range of functions and functional policymaking authority that they do today. The accretion of RTO authority over the types of resources built and brought to markets has been gradual and complex—but is not a necessary component of successful grid management, as demonstrated through several regions that maintain more state voice and control. Consequently, one potential reform is to return RTOs to a more basic set of functions.

Most notably, there is rising support for the idea of eliminating mandatory capacity markets from eastern RTOs. FERC should be able to take this step unilaterally by declaring that the current mandatory capacity market constructs are “unjust and unreasonable” under Federal Power Act §206 and ordering regions to find another solution to resource adequacy that better accommodates states. One model worth considering is that of California, where the California Public Utilities Commission and the California ISO (CAISO) share responsibility over resource adequacy according to their comparative advantages: CAISO is in charge of the technical elements of forecasting resource adequacy requirements, while the state commission oversees planning for how to meet these requirements.

Restructuring control over resource adequacy would go a long way toward remedying the mischief that pro-fossil companies have caused in several RTOs. Nevertheless, this move alone will not solve all governance challenges. Already, there are controversies over how RTOs determine “price formation” in the markets under their control, as well as the rules surrounding requirements for new resources to connect to the grid. Ultimately, the issue comes down to who writes these rules. To ensure that pricing and rules in these markets remain just and reasonable under changing conditions, FERC may need to take a heavier hand in dictating what fair treatment looks like.

B. Increase Public Oversight and Control

A second set of reforms involves accepting RTOs’ aggrandized modern responsibilities and enhancing public oversight and control of these organizations commensurately.

RTO reform need not go as far as the California model—in which the ISO functions more like a state agency than a private club—to create a more robust role for states. The Midwest ISO, for example, has incorporated state regulatory authorities as the most powerful weighted voting bloc within its Membership Committee—thus building in a more direct state oversight role of its markets. FERC might consider forcing other regions to reform their governance structures to provide a similarly strong role for state interests. A stronger reform would be to give regional state committees a veto-point over RTO decisionmaking at a level superior to regular membership.

There are, of course, risks to giving states too much control over RTOs, especially given the polarization among states regarding their attitudes toward clean energy. In regions where many states oppose clean energy, a stronger state oversight presence might not prove an antidote to challenges of incumbent favoritism within the RTO. But this risk is baked into energy law: As the Federal Power Act makes clear, “[t]he states, not the Commission, are the entities responsible for shaping the generation mix.”

If FERC remains wary of so fully involving states in regional market oversight, it could pursue more piecemeal changes: Recognizing the traditional state role over resource adequacy, FERC could give regional state committees the right to approve or reject by supermajority RTOs’ proposed changes in resource adequacy rules. Or, perhaps FERC could give regional state committees the right to file a competing proposal when they disagree with an RTO’s §205 filing—the same right that is presently afforded to New England’s stakeholder governance group.

And although circuit courts have limited the matters FERC can regulate and the extent to which the agency can amend RTO proposals, FERC still has tools, however blunted they may be. The agency could, for example, become more muscular in its use of §206 findings that regional tariffs are “unjust and unreasonable.” Or it could use §206 findings as the basis of a larger proceeding devoted to reconsidering the RTO format.

25. See Chen & Murnan, supra note 25, at 10 (describing MISO’s “relatively collaborative culture” between the ISO and the states); Welton, Appendix A, supra note 3 (showing that state authorities receive a 16% weighted vote in MISO).
28. 33. Order on Rehearing and Clarification, Calpine Corp. v. PJM Interconnection, 171 FERC ¶ 61035 (Comm’r Glick, dissenting, para. 5) (Apr. 16, 2020).
30. See Welton, Appendix A, supra note 3, for more on ISO-NE “jump ball” filings.

32. See Jacob Mays et al., Asymmetric Risks and Fuel Neutrality in Electricity Capacity Markets, 4 Nature Energy 948, 953 (2019) (finding that capacity markets are inherently biased against low-carbon resources, which tend to have high fixed costs and near-zero operating costs).
33. See Mark James et al., R St. Pol’y Study No. 112: How the RTO Stakeholder Process Affects Market Efficiency, Oct. 18, 2017 (suggesting that FERC should be less deferential to proposals coming from RTOs).
More ambitiously, Congress could create a special category of review for RTO tariff filings within the Federal Power Act, providing FERC with the ability to amend portions of RTO filings and to reject plausible but inferior solutions. These changes would recalibrate FERC’s authority over RTOs to align it with the authority of other federal agencies engaged in policymaking, which operate under the benefit of Chevron deference to preferred agency solutions.37

C. Improve the Possibilities for Good Internal Governance

Reformers might also consider capping the creeping dominance of heavyweight corporate entities in the electricity sector, by limiting the ability of large holding companies to dominate RTO governance through their opaque voting power across membership sectors. To tackle this challenge, FERC could increase scrutiny of corporate mergers and their impact on electricity governance by drawing upon its statutory charge to ensure that proposed mergers are “consistent with the public interest.”38 As utility expert Scott Hempling has suggested, perhaps “public interest” review should include not only a market power screen, but a more searching inquiry into whether each additional merger might harm the overall structural competition of the electricity sector.39 Alternatively, FERC might place conditions on mergers that limit RTO stakeholder participation when the merger could create opportunities for self-interested voting.40

For a more robust fix, Congress might revisit its 2005 decision to repeal the Public Utilities Holding Company Act (PUHCA), which eliminated New Deal-era limitations on the size and scope of utility holding companies. Although utilities suggest that PUHCA was a vestigial policy that limited their dynamism and economies of scale, others question whether consolidation has done the industry more harm than good.41

Alternatively, if Congress and the executive branch prove unwilling, the courts may present an increasingly plausible challenge to the theory that FERC’s review of utilities’ filed rates obviates the need for judicial antitrust scrutiny.42 However, in light of the significant changes in the industry, scholars have questioned whether courts should continue to allow the filed rate doctrine to stand as a bar to claims of industry collusion,43 and the U.S. Supreme Court recently reaffirmed the applicability of state antitrust laws to FERC-regulated natural gas pipelines.44 Although there is no rock-solid case under current precedent to assert that RTOs’ self-interested rulemakings create either an antitrust or due process challenge, continued display of an incumbency bias could push courts toward accepting a theory crafted along these lines.

D. Explore a Public Option

There is, finally, a more radical option: Management of the grid could be made more thoroughly public. Several European countries have publicly owned grids.45 Alternatively, California provides a model of political control without ownership, and has proven that more direct political control can align regulatory priorities and grid governance. How FERC might effectuate a transition to public ownership or control is a complex question. Perhaps a bold FERC, looking at the necessary pace and scale of decarbonization, might justify ordering significant RTO governance reform or transmission divestment to a public entity as a necessary precondition for “just and reasonable” rates in the era of climate change.46 It is, however, unclear whether the federal courts would be willing to sanction such profound restructuring under long-standing statutory authority.47 Nevertheless, the option at least merits discussion, so as to explore the full range of potential solutions rather than anchoring the reform conversation in the land of small tweaks to the privatized modern system.

VI. Conclusion

One way to understand RTOs is as sectoral symptoms of troubling trends toward privatization and agglomeration that pervade the modern U.S. economy and the institutions ostensibly designed to shape and control it. Electricity law, now hollowed by two decades of deregulatory experimentation, needs a reinvestigated focus on the public component of public utility law. Either the sector will embrace the existential challenge of climate change, or else it will take us all down with it.

37. See Kent Barnett & Christopher J. Walker, Chevron Step Two’s Domain, 93 Notre Dame L. Rev. 1441, 1462 (2018) (finding agency win rates under Chevron steps one and two of 77.4% and 93.8%, respectively).
39. See Hempling, supra note 12, at 268-72. See also Order 592, supra note 38, at 68560 (listing “effects on competition” as one of three guiding criteria).
40. See 16 U.S.C. § 824b(b) (2018) (granting FERC the authority to place “necessary or appropriate” conditions on mergers).
41. See Hempling, supra note 12, at 238, 279 (explaining how diversification poses risks in a landscape with regulated and unregulated markets).
42. See Jim Rossi, Lowering the Filed Tariff Shield: Judicial Enforcement for a Deregulatory Era, 56 VAND. L. REV. 1591, 1595-94 (2003).